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Introduction: EV charging route planning 

  Problem: how to prepare a (dynamic) route planning for 
electric vehicle mobility in a given area (urban, highway or 
rural) 
  Considering the EV user’s characterization 
  Implementing a dynamic and “open” offer of charging opportunities 

  Solutions will have impact on potential penetration of EVs 
  Factors determining users’ acceptance of EVs 

  Possible energy demand impact on the smart grid 
  Factors determining current (and future) impacts 

  Some issues to be resolved 
  Mainly driver’s range anxiety 
  E.g. dynamic planning with customized prediction 
  Emergency situations 



Motivations and user’s requirements 
  “significant barriers remain to widespread adoption of EVs 

in the near term (3 to 5 years), but … if critical grid and 
vehicle issues are resolved, substantial market penetration 
could occur. ” 

  High level critical limiting factors:  
  An accurate assessment of grid capacity to support EVs without negatively 

impacting the expected service life of costly grid infrastructure  
  Overall costs of the EV technologies, Charging infrastructure, investment 
  Demand-response capabilities of the utilities to manage increased load  
  Efficacy and viability of vehicle-to-grid (V2G) technology  
  Potentially inhibitive environmental and greenhouse gas emission (GHG) 

regulations (caps) that limit flexibility of electric utilities to increase load  
  The perceived feasibility of EVs from a consumer perspective 

  Including Range and Charging Expectations for EVs   

Source: Assessment of Future Vehicle Transportation Options and Their Impact on the Electric Grid  
DOE/NETL-2010/1466, United States Department of Energy’s National Energy Technology Laboratory. 2011 



Motivations and user’s requirements 
  Range and Charging Expectations for Evs (Deloitte Automotive 2010)  

  Survey: 70 percent would not purchase an EV  
until it had a 300-mile range, including use of  
HVAC (-15%) 
  Driver’s range anxiety 

  feasibility issue for EVs is where and when to  
“refuel” : most would prefer to charge their EVs  
at home. 
Surveys: 33% to 50% of new-car-buying population  
has the home infrastructure to support an EV.  
  Commercial charging infrastructure to compensate  

for limited range? 
  Making the charging infrastructure more pervasive  

and available? Opportunistic charging schemes? 
  Providing a “preliminary” outlook of the charging  

opportunities to reduce anxiety?  

Source: Assessment of Future Vehicle Transportation Options and Their Impact on the Electric Grid  
DOE/NETL-2010/1466, United States Department of Energy’s National Energy Technology Laboratory. 2011 

Credits: http://gm-volt.com 



Motivations and user’s requirements 
  Range and Charging Expectations for Evs (Deloitte Automotive 2010)  

  Driver’s range anxiety 
  prefer to charge their Evs at home 

  Reduction of V2G services potential? 
  Impact on EVs energy storage potential? 
  Impact on generation patterns? 

  Q: would it be useful to provide  
mobile apps/services to possibly: 
  Reduce range anxiety (before and during 

the trips, including travel dynamics) 
  “Optimize” the demand/response,  

equalizing needs and (dynamic) offer? 
  Open to door-to-door charging opportunities? 

Source: Assessment of Future Vehicle Transportation Options and Their Impact on the Electric Grid  
DOE/NETL-2010/1466, United States Department of Energy’s National Energy Technology Laboratory. 2011 
Figures: Morrow 2008 

Driving hours 

Charging hours 



State of the art: apps and services 
  A number of mobile apps and related online services exist! 

Some examples (non-exhaustive list): 
  http://evjourney.com/intro.php  

  Provides charging stations in a range 
  http://ev-charging.com/at/en/directions 

  Given Dept. & Dest. Provides map with chrg. stations 
  http://www.evchargermaps.com/ 

  Maps, route planning and charging stations 
  http://www.trapster.com/traps/ev-charging-stations/  
  http://carstations.com/  
  http://www.tipcharge.com/search  
  http://www.evchargernews.com/ 
  AAA’s TripTik Travel Planner: 

http://travelinformation.aaa.com 
  …and counting. 



Margins for improvement (1/2) 
 A short summary of (some) possible 

improvements for mobile apps/services: 
 Define “live” dynamic routes and manage the cost/

benefit/risks 
  Need for a deviation? Re-define routing path maintaining user’s 

charging constraints (reserve energy, stay in a secure range for 
recharge, etc.) 

  Determine charging constraints based on dynamic and 
customized energy factors which may vary unpredictably during 
the trip: 

  Vehicle characteristics (e.g. weight, number of persons/goods 
aboard, state of charge, battery health, etc.) 

  Service characteristics (e.g. delivery of goods, public 
transportation, etc.) 

  Path geography (topography/altimetry), weather and road 
conditions 

  Traffic jams, man at work on the road, congestion level, etc. 



Margins for improvement (2/2) 
  Determine charging constraints based on dynamic and 

customized energy factors which may vary unpredictably 
during the trip: (continue) 
  Avoid “black holes” (traffic jams, no service areas) and points of 

no-return (sorry… you should have turned left 10 km before!) 
  Provide warnings at customizable conservative levels (risk 

percentage) 
  Includes “opportunistic” re-charging options “live”: cooperative 

charging? 
  Allow validated micro-providers to enter in the loop (charge in 

my courtyard) 
  Emergency call (charging truck service) 
  Rank and grade charging stations (by dynamic energy cost, by 

service quality, etc.) 

 Allow reservation of charging stations 



How can we contribute? 
  University potential: 

  Courses and classes for developing mobile apps (iOS, Android, 
Windows Mobile, Symbian) and web-based apps/services 

  Hundreds of young, smart, enthusiastic students with an incredible 
potential of ideas and will to contribute 

  Idea: a “mobile apps zoo” 
  An arena where you can define and test (analyse and benchmark) 

the new apps and services’ platforms on realistic environments. 
  Provide a immersive living experience of apps functions (test HP) 

  Very detailed modeling and simulation support to create immersive 
virtual environment for applications’ and services’ tests 
  Framework of tools: simulation of vehicular mobility (traces), 

communications (V2V, V2I, V2G?), route maps, analysis tools 
  Vehicle modeling: battery model (Siemens), vehicle/driver parameters 
  Road maps (e.g. Google, OSM) and info-srv (traffic, weather, altimetry) 

  Integration with service platforms (IP based communication) 



A demo is in the ground-floor 



Simulation and mobile apps testing 
  Simulation platform:  

  Bologna vehicular mobility (realistic) (+ parameterization) 
  controllable percentage of EVs’ penetration (+ parameterization) 
  Allocation of charging stations, EVSE…(+ parameterization) 
  Communications: simulated vs. real IP-based  

  Middleware integration with service platforms 
  Smart-M3 communications 
  SIB-based service architecture + ontologies 

  Real mobile apps/services in the loop 
  Synthetic mobile apps avatars vs. real “man in the middle” apps 
  Feedbacks to the simulation platform (bidirectional events possible) 

  Tests: interfaces, integration, scalability, performance, etc. 



Example: EV charging route planner 2.0 
  Our demo will show you: 

Performance analysis data 
e.g. EV battery state 

Detailed traffic simulation 

Service side data 
e.g. EVSE monitoring 

EV charging route planner functions 
(real Android 4.0 app for smartphone/tablet) 



Some details of the tested mobile app 
Our mobile application (continuous development progress) 



Conclusions 
  Mobile applications and services support for EVs’ charging 

route planning is important: 
  for user’s assistance, reduction of driver anxiety = acceptance and 

penetration 
  for creating novel business models and economic impact 
  for coping with the dynamics of the environment, system and 

requirements, and with the inherent characteristics of drivers, roads 
  for allowing open participation to innovative ways of thinking (re)-

charging services and opportunities (including micro-generation) 
  for favoring, controlling and managing EVs’ V2G impacts (demand-

response equalization, EV energy storage accumulation) 
  for changing driver’s habits towards more sustainable systems 
  … and more to come 

  We are making preliminary steps to support these 
   developments… 



Thanks for your attention 
Have a look of the demo at the ground floor. 
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